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the shooting dog trees in order [gut] [lure] [lung] 
same hat prattling bubble rut ago and 
it/to anonymity sooth clock where rooms rabbit forth 
 
eye California will expose knows [kiss], in the stork clock 
cultural rabbit with this [suit] becomes the barge loot 
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[mode] [lump] [flute] 
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which this person," the negotiations, 
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with one of which is in the visual launchings 
with the silver artillery church 
 
in agreement 
with the advisor, 
although corn of resentment the files showed. 
“In my intention to strike with the heavy uniformity 
and the revealer soldiers who 
pled hills of cherry the driver of the taxi Philadelphia,” 
he said. 
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and university of the workman of the salesmen 
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[full] [tarot] pall. 
[fuel] [parrot] pail. 
[purl] [carrot] mail. 
[furl] [arrow] maid. 
[fur] [marrow] plaid. 
[further] [row] paid. 
[her] [prow] said. 
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letters B - K. The letter, the shoes  is this [suite], Sof is prepared for 
 
Cardinal problem point, virtue and evil silver catching sugar chaff position 
as was a log crane key, in the ring where the multiple letter is different. 
 
 
 
The roots of letters are things. —Henry David Thoreau 
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It will be apparent that it is difficult to discern which properties 
each thing possesses in reality. —Democritus 
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The whole process of the philosophical Work is nothing but that of 
dissolving and making hard again: Namely, dissolving the body 
and making hard the spirit. —J. d’Espagnet 
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Ultimate meaning dwells in the breaking of form.  The ‘nonsense’ 
prayers are violently reverent. —Patricia Cox Miller 
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Decay is a wonderful smith. —A. Kirchweger 
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mere leaf error okra 
we loom mote leer 
pituitary 
 
 
 
The syllable ‘blik’ was chosen by me deliberately as a pronounceable 
group of letters which had hitherto no meaning whatever and therefore 
could be given a meaning by fiat.  Any connexion with the German 
word ‘Blick’ meaning ‘outlook’ was either fortuitous or unconscious. 
It is interesting that Noam Chomsky the linguist also independently 
adopted the syllable ‘blik’ as a meaningless word for a quite different 
purpose (I forget what purpose).  The coincindence is not all that 
surprising, because English contains rather few ‘gaps’ for meaningless 
monosyllables. —R. M. Hare 
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flip instead from hog long ice elated. 



once rail time snip the border to here a shoe. 
void climbs the at most lung the at most after awakes. 
 
flip once void instead rail climbs from time 
the hog snip at the long moist ice border lung. 
 
elated to be here at most 
after a shoe awakes. 
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Liberation consists not in the attempt to codify instabilities, but 
in the pursuit of their proliferations. Difference and singularity 
must not be resolved, but allowed to flourish, multiply and 
become even more subversive of the macropolitical world. The 
new revolutionary direction 'nomadic' adopts processes/practices 
impossible to locate on the dominant co-ordinates; they produce 
their own axes of reference, establish underground transversal 
connections among themselves, and thus undermine orthodox 

relationships to production /individual/society. —Adrian Gargett 
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Them members 
Yesterday that 
It wants 
Necessary the 
Rise south 
Shoots in 
Showed allegedly 
Comfort arrests 
twins the 
full vehicle 
where suggest 
losses names 
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THIN 
 
thin embers easter 
day hat split ants 
nests starry veer 
the eyes mouth 
boots in snow 
legs dully corn 
snort arm vests 
winks the fuel 
vat cycle whore 
smug gusts bosses 
flames nominal few 
theme prison slough 
hand hem yeast 
toady spit necks 
wary eyes boot 
vowels combat 



spins lull near 
crosses feral thesis 
dog remembers bats 
ants their couth 
gin allegory arrows 
their venom icicle 
bug gists gnomic 
spew poison wand 
 
The world is linked by invisible knots. —Anastasius Kircher 
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lurk morph through 
earnest pig sewer 
apt inch serial mull 
 
 



 
At a certain point you decide to start with what’s in front of you. 
There’s no point despairing of a subject, or carrying on some 
misguided search for a ‘great’ theme when all you have to do is 
start with what’s in front of you:  the blue lines, the ink, the pen, 
the letters the pen shapes, the words the letters make, the table, 
the window, those leafless trees, these leaves in this notebook 
in front of me, you — the stuff of poetry. —bp Nichol 
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hymn spilt thighs 
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feast quack or quit query 
each quick or quiet query 
ear quark or quite query 
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The world was created in ten words. —Moses de Leon 
 
 
Raymon Lull took as absolutely fundamental principles 
for his work a series of nine properties or names of 
God such as goodness, greatness, power, upon which 
both Jewish and Islamic mystics meditated. To these 
divine attributes he assigned the letters B-K. The first 
letter was not used, as it was reserved for the secret 
aspect of God, the En Soph. Furthermore, nine relative 
predicates, cardinal questions, subjects, virtues and 
vices were assigned to the main algebraic key. By 
rotating the discs, on which the series of letters was 



printed on different rings, one could obtain all possible 
combinations of these concepts, mechanically answer 
all possible questions and even invent new ones. The 
‘Ars Raymundi’ exerted a great influence because with 
his creation Lull gave a new dynamics to thought, 
freeing it from the restraints of the hierarchical 
structures of medieval concepts. The concepts were 
now understood relative to one another, in relationships 
that were open because they could be reversed. 
—Alexander Roob 
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In Saussure’s account of language as a system of signs, 
a language consists of signs which are the product of 
contrasts between elements that themselves do not 
carry meaning but have only a differential function. 
These basic units are entirely defined by their ability 
to differentiate higher-level units, signs; the phoneme 
/b/ is the intersection of the contrasts that differentiate 
bat from pat, cat, fat, gat, hat, rat, sat, tat, vat, or bet 
from jet, let, met, pet, net, set, debt, vet.  If, when 
looking at a text, one begins to attend not to signs but 
to other patterns formed by their constituents — letters 
or phonemes — then a different perspective opens: the 
possibility of other signifying processes working beneath 
or alongside the manifest signs of the text. —Jonathan Culler 
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Blue is not given any autonomous significance in 
alchemical colour theories. It generally signifies 
a moist state of matter, and is treated as a 
modification of saturnine black, the sign of high 
spirituality and arcane knowledge. —Alexander Roob 
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Six, the number of days of 
creation, symbolizes the Opus, 
and the rotating motion of 
the Work. —Alexander Roob 
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Salamander comes from sal, salt, 
and from mandra, which means table, 
but also cave, lair. —Fulcanelli 
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The practical significance of the enterprise resides 
in the criteria it provides for the evaluation of 
processes, individual as well as social, which 
constitute our lives and projects. Evaluation, 
that is, not in any moralistic manner, but that 
of assessment/surveying: the question is never 
simply one of good or bad, but of specificity in 
each case. It is a matter of assessing the qualities 
present in a given situation, or the correct/valid 
nature of a given process: is it a creative or 



destructive line? A truly nomadic, or a perverted, 
war-machine? —Adrian Gargett 
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One has to cultivate, first of all, the eye to see 
the selfsame reality of ink in all letters, and then 
to see the letters as so many intrinsic modifications 
of the ink. —Haydar-i Amuli 
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